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DESIGN INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE LTD specializes in design of railway and 
motorway infrastructure, industrial, civil and residential buildings.

Our company carries out the full range of engineering surveys, including geodetic, geological, 
ecological and hydrometeorological ones; develops the design and estimate documentation for 
the construction of railway infrastructure facilities, motor roads, industrial and civil 
construction at various design stages, beginning with basic design solutions and ending with 
the project and engineering documentation.

The main activities of our Institute:
1. Designing of railways and railway infrastructure, including:

-  New railway lines, as well as renovation of the existing sections of railways;
-  Arrangement of tracks at stations and junctions;
-  External and internal tracks of industrial plants;
-  Tramway tracks;
-  New rail crossings and renovation of the existing ones;
-  DC and AC power supply and electrification of new and renovated railway sections;
-  Railway Automation, Telecontrol and Communications devices;
-  Internal and external radio networks for the industrial and residential buildings and 

structures;
-  Fire and security alarm systems;
-  Automatic fire suppression;
-  Design of railway infrastructure facilities.

2. The design of new roads, as well as the development of design documentation for the 
reconstruction and overhaul of existing roads of any category, including:

-  Intersections and junctions,
-  Road interchanges on two levels;
-  Road infrastructure facilities;
-  Floating bridge crossings
-  Soil and peat pits, hydraulic depositions of sand;
-  Shore protection works.
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3. Elaboration of documentation for the construction, renovation and major repairs of the 
engineering structures: bridges and crossovers; tunnels and overpasses; interchanges at 
different levels; culverts; retaining walls. Our company also provides such services as:

-  Pre-design inspection of the engineering structures to identify defects, their causes and

-  Inspection and testing of the engineering structures both as a separate item of work and 
with further development of the design and estimate documentation.

4. Designing of industrial, civil, public and residential buildings, including implementation of the 
calculations and design of reinforced concrete and steel structures; design of objects in a 
seismically active areas and soil subsidence; lightning and fire protection, corrosion protection 
of building structures, as well as a survey of existing buildings and structures. We also perform 
field supervision of facilities construction.
5. Designing of Utility and drinking water mains; Process water pipelines; Fire fighting water 
mains; Domestic sewage pipelines; Process drainage pipelines; Storm sewage pipelines; Heat 
supply systems; Heating systems; Ventilation systems; Air conditioning systems; Internal gas 
supply arrangements; External gas supply arrangements.
6. A full range of works on designing the longitudinal power supply lines; transmission lines 
with voltage up to 110 kV; external lighting of railway and industrial facilities, urban areas, 
highways; internal lighting and electrical installation for the industrial, service, maintenance, 
office and residential buildings.
7. Designing of construction organization plans and organization plans for work on demolition.
8. Environmental impact assessment, energy efficiency, operational safety of objects, labor 
protection.

For accomplishment of the full range of engineering surveys and design, at our disposal we 
have sufficient experience, as well as all the resources, including qualified personnel (staff - 340 
employees), the necessary infrastructure, modern office equipment, sufficient normative base 
and software.

The more detailed information about our company you can find in the enclosed booklet, as 
well as on the website www.ipit.ooo.
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